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The Member of Legistlative Assembly Sri. Nilesh Lanke of Ahmednagar constitutency, 

Maharashtra, India under the guidance of Dr.Biswaroop Roy Chowdhary (Ph.D) has started 

biggest covid care center  (CCC) with 1100 beds at Ahmednagar, India.  The CCC started 

during the second wave of covid in India, on 14th April 2021 has evolved as a benchmark in 

covid care.  The center is treating all types of covid cases viz., symptomatic, asymptomatic, 

mild and critical with zero charges, with finance managed by donors.  The most important 

thing is that till now at the center there were zero death cases.  Furthermore there are no 

negative side effects like black fungus, white fungus, grey fungus and other varieties of side 

effects.  On the other hand the covid positives admitted here also started falling into the track 

of managing their earlier problems like blood pressure, heart problems, diabetes, PCOD 

etc.  The CCC has laid down a policy to admit any severe cases, even the ones not accepted, 

or treated as terminal cases by the conventional hospitals.  Cases include those with oxygen 

saturation (SPO2) level < 90% to as low as 35%, HRCT >10 and even as high as 20.    

Every patient is welcomed with a mild hug by the Network of Influenza Care Expert (NICE) 

member, who are the doctors in the center, who wears no PPE kit.  The seven day treatment 

in the CCC includes yoga, diet and sunlight walk. The patients at the wake up at 4.30am 

daily.  After their daily routine cleansing, they participate in yoga classes. The treatment 

excludes use of any type of conventional medicines.   The diet includes 33% fruits, 33% raw 

vegetables and 33% conventional food. The food exclusions (don’ts) are refined ingredients 

like the refined oil, white sugar etc., animal products like the meat, eggs, beef, milk or milk 

products.    

The patients who in a state where there is breathlessness ands require O2 cylinders in 

conventional care, are made to sleep in prone position and air is blown with a simple hand 

held fan.  The center arranges evening entertainment programs like dance, orchestra, folk 

songs, devotional songs etc.  While there are over 750 NICE experts all over India, and have 

sucessfully treated over 60K patients using this simple protocol.  Here are some testimonials 

on the protocol. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1c8L2WSJoY (a typical entertainment program at the 

CCC) 

https://coronakaal.tv/how-to-make-covid-icu-bed-at-home/ (strategy for managing ventilation 

and oxygen cylinder requirement) 

Some more videos and info by the doctor-n-chief of the CCC, Dr. Biswaroop Roy 

Chowdhary: 

 https://coronakaal.tv/biggest-covid-center-with-open-air-therapy-with-zero-death/,    

https://coronakaal.tv/biggest-covid-hospital-no-mask-no-ppe-kit-no-fee-no-death/,    

www.coronakaal.tv/testimonials,  https://biswaroop.com/delta72/ 

What more is to be expected of a benchmark covid care center?  In the interest of health and 

life of the people, may we wish that such centers are started all over the world.   
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A glimpse of covid care center 

 

 

Nilesh Lanke, MLA, Ahmednagar at the CCC 
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